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A Z/-INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE CONTINUOUS
LINEAR OPERATORS ON SPACES OF CONTINUOUSLY

DIFFERENTIABLE VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS

J. R. EDWARDS AND S. G. WAYMENT

Abstract. Suppose X and Y are linear normed spaces, and Ci

is the space of continuously differentiable functions from [0, 1 ] into

X. The authors give a represention theorem for the linear operators

from Ci into Y in terms of the n-integral operating on the function

as opposed to the derivative of the function.

1. Introduction. Let Ci denote the space of continuously differ-

entiable functions on the interval [0,1 ] with values in a linear normed

space X, and let G be normed by ||/||i = |l/IU~HI/'IU- ln tne special
case that X is the real numbers R, we denote the function space by

CiR. The following characterization of the continuous linear func-

tionals T on CiR is given in [l, Chapter 14, B. 36 (a), p. 344]: T(f)
= afiO)+fof'dp, where a is scalar and p is a regular borel measure.

Employing the results in [ô], one obtains the following representation

(but not a characterization unless Y is weakly complete) of the con-

tinuous linear operators from G into a linear normed space F: T(f)

=-&(f(0))+fdK-f, where ^ is an element of B[X, Y], the con-
tinuous linear operators from X into Y, and K is a finitely additive

operator valued set function from the half open intervals into

B[X, Y+] which is weakly regular and of bounded semivariation (Y+

denotes the weak sequential extension of Fas defined in [6, §2]).

Another representation (which gives a characterization under the

less restrictive condition that Y is complete) of these linear operators

follows from [S]: T(f) =1Fi(/(0)) +*,(/'(0))+»/K•<//', where ^i and
<&2 are elements of B[X, Y] and the ^-integral is the generalized

Stieltjes-type integral of a convex operator valued set function which

is convex-Gowurin and defined from the half open intervals into

B[X, Y], as defined in [4]. Since each of the three mentioned repre-

sentations use the fact that G can be decomposed into X®C (using

Lemma 2.3 of this paper), each shares the shortcoming that the

integrals operate on/' rather than on/. In this paper we use the v-
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integral to give a representation which involves/directly, rather than

requiring one to compute/'.

For convenience we let Ci.o denote the subspace of functions/ from

Ci such that /(0) = Ox, the additive identity in X. Let P denote the

polygonal functions which are Ox at 0, and observe that || -||i can be

extended to Ci,o+P by

ll/+¿l|i = ll/+/>IU + ll/' + ¿1U
where fECi,o, PEP, and || -Hess denotes the essential supremum norm.

For each/£Ci,o and partition a of [0, l], we define the polygonal

function pf„ to have corners precisely at the points ti where rr= {/<}?_i

and such that pfe(ti) =/(i«) for each i.

Let ö denote the collection of half open intervals (a, b}. A set func-

tion K from â into B [X, Y] is said to be convex with respect to length

provided that K(E)=J^.1\iK(Ei) whenever U^i E{ = E and E{

r\Ej = 0 for i^j, and where \i = l(E,)/l(E), that is, the ratio of the
length of Ei to the length of E. Such a function is said to be 1-

Gowurin if there exists a constant WK such that for each finite collec-

tion of disjoint intervals {£,}",, and collection {x,}<\,i of elements
from X,

(1)     || Z [K(Ei)](xi)\\y = WK /max I Z *i   + max||^||/l(E,)\ .
K   i   II ¿=i i )

The general procedure for obtaining the representation theorem for

T is as follows. First it is established that lim!<r| pfc =/ for each/£G,o.

Then the polygonal functions are decomposed into linear sums of

fundamental functions. The fundamental functions are not in Ci.o but

are imbedded along with Ci,o into Ci0, the weak sequential extension

of Ci,o- This is accomplished with a continuous linear operator 9 from

Ci,o+P into C?¡0. Then, the linear transformation T is extended to T+

on Ct,o in the natural way. Finally T+ is composed with the 6 map and

the action on the fundamental functions determines the convex set

function K necessary to represent T in terms of ^-integration of K

with respect to /. Thus the procedure is entirely analogous to that

described in [3] to obtain representation theorems in terms of more

classical-type integration processes.

2. Preliminary results. The principal result in this section is the
following theorem.

2.1. Theorem. Suppose f is an element of Ci. Then {pfi} converges

to fin the I-norm as \o-\ converges to zero.
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Before proving Theorem 2.1, we first establish the following results

for the calculus of vector functions. The first lemma is fundamental to

Theorem 2.1, and in its proof we use the sliding interval technique [2].

2.2. Lemma. If f is a differentiable X-valued function, and fit) = 6x

for all t, then fis a constant.

Proof. Under the above hypothesis assume that/ is not constant.

Then, there are numbers a, 6£[0, l] such that (fib)— fia))/ib — a)

5¿0x. Define c = (b+a)/2, then one of ||(f(6)-/(c))/(4-c)|| and

[| (/(c)— f(a))/(c — a)11 must have norm at least as large as a

= \\ifib) —fia))/ib — a)\\. Let [ai, bi] denote the interval on which this

holds. Proceed inductively constructing a nested sequence of intervals

\[an, b„]} such that, for each n, ibn — an)=%ibn+i — an+i) and

\\(f(bn+i)—f(an+i))/(bn+i — an+i)\\^a. Let x0 = C\ñ-i [«»• &»]■ Tnen lt

follows that f'ixo)^Ox contrary to hypothesis. Therefore, we con-

clude that/ must be constant, and the lemma is established.

2.3. Lemma. If f is a continuously differentiable X-valued function,

thenf(t)=f(0)+flf'(s)ds.

Proof. It follows as in the classical setting that g'(t)—f'(t) where

g(x)=Jlf'(t) dt. Therefore, f'(t)-g'(t)=0x for each t from which it
follows that f(t)— g(t) is identically a constant, which is given by

/(0)-g(0)=/(0).

2.4. Lemma. If f is a continuously differentiable X-valued function,

then the difference functions

/W) = (/(< + *0 - W - h))/ih + fa),     h, ih>o,

converge uniformly lof as hi+h2—±0.

Proof./' is uniformly continuous on [0, l]; hence, given «>0 there

isa5>0such that if |f-i'| <ô, then ||/'(i) -/'(/')|| <e. Choose A1+Â2

<5. Then,

/t+hi
(f'(s)-f(t))ds

t-h,

è (hi + fa)-i(e(hi + h)) = e,

from which the lemma follows.

Proof of 2.1. Suppose e>0. Lemma 2.4 implies that there is a

5>0 such that if hi+h2<b, hi, h2>0, then ||/*,,/ij— /'||„<e/2. Suppose

cr is a partition whose mesh-fineness, |cr|, is less than S. Let [í¿, /!+i]

denote one of the intervals defined by cr. Then (pf«)' on (ti, /,+i) is

l/WO -fit)
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given by (f(ti+i) —f(U))/(/,-+i —i<). Let tE(ti, /,+i) and define hi = ti+i
-t and ht-t—ti. Then (pfa)'(t)=fh1.h1(t) and it follows that

||(^)'(0-/'(0||<e/2       since       hi+h2 = ti+i-ti<b.       Therefore,
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H(£A)'-/1U<€/2,  from  which  we   conclude ||p/„-/||«,<e/2 and,
hence, that ||p/<r—/||i<«. The theorem is proved.

3. The 0-map. In this section we construct a canonical, continuous

linear mapping from Ci,o+P into Ct,o- Suppose (a, b]Eâ. As in [4],

let iA(o,6] denote the fundamental function of the interval (a, b]

defined by i/v.hW = 0 if Oáíáo, faaM(t) = (t-a)/(b-a) if aútúb,
and ^(„.i] (t) = l iib^tS-l. Define the sequence of continuous functions

{<$„} by <£» = 0 if one of the following hold: l/n^a, l/n^l — b, or

2/« = 6 — a ; and otherwise by

$„(*)= 0 îorO^x^a-1/n,

$n(x) = [n/2(x-a+l/n)2]/2(b-a) for a-1/núxúa+l/n,

$n(x)=\r'(a,b](x) for a+l/n^x^b—l/n,

$n(x) = l-[l-(n/2)(t-b+l/n)]2/n(b-a) for b-l/n£x£b+l/n,

and

$„0*0 = 1    ioi b+l/n£x&i.

(See Figures la and lb.)
Then {$„} is a sequence in Cii? which is uniformly bounded and

satisfies the properties that {$>„} converges pointwise to ^("M, that

{<$„'} converges pointwise to ty(a,v\ which is defined by $(a,b](x) ='/''(x)

for Xr¿a or b and $(x) = l/2(b — a) iorx = aorb. It follows from 13.36

[l, p. 345] that {<£„} is weakly convergent in CiR. Hence, for xEX it

follows that {<£„•#} is weakly convergent in G,o. Let \p[(a, b], x]

denote the weak limit of {$vx} in G\. Define 9 from Ci+P by

0(/+Z.<tV*.)=/+Z^lX> *i] wherefECiand £<**•*<€-?•

3.1. Lemma. The linear map 9 is continuous.

In order to show 9 is continuous it is sufficient to show that if {pn}

is a sequence of polygonal functions converging to a function / in

Ci,o in the 1-norm, that {9(pn)} converges to/ in Ct§0. A convenient

tool to demonstrate such convergence is the following lemma which is

established in [3].

3.2. Lemma. Suppose S is a linear normed space. A sufficient condi-

tion that a sequence {s„} in S+ converges to SqES+ is that, for each

n = 0, 1, • • -, there exists a sequence {sn,m}m=i in S such that

(a) for each n, {s„,m} converges weakly to s„~ ;

(b) |Un,m — So,m|| converges to 0 as n,m increase without bound.
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Proof of 3.1. Suppose {pn} EP converges to/EC in the 1-norm.

For each n, pn has the form Zî-î *PeÏ • xn. Suppose e is a positive

number. For each pair (n, i) let \$Zm} denote the sequence defined

relative to \p¿¡ as in this section. Then, { Z"("l *"»•*t} converges

weakly to 6(pn) for each n. For each n define the sequence \hn,m}Z=i

by hn,m= Z"-i &7Mm)'xi where \n(m)} is a sequence of integers

(depending on n) such that $"nay is not identically zero for i=l,

2, • ■ ■ , vin) and such that niv+l) =niv) +1. It follows that for each

n{hn,m}Z~i converges weakly to 6(pn). Since {p„} converges to/ in

the 1-norm, there is an Afsuch that n^Nand ¡|p„'—/'||ess<e/5. Since

/' is uniformly continuous, then there is a S such that if \x— x'\ <b,

then ||/'(x) -fix')\\ <e/5. Choose M such that 2/M<b. Choose n>N

and m>M. Let {í,-,n}íi"í denote the domain values of the corner

points of pn. Then,

Wf'it) - h'n,mit)\\ =\\f'it) - p'nit)\\ <e/5,

for t in the complement of \J¡=\ [ti,n — l/nim), ti,„ + l/nim)]. Suppose

lEitj.n — l/nim), tj,„ + l/n(m)). Then,

||/(0 - h'n,m(t)\\ Ú 11/(0 -f'(h.n - l/n(m))\\

+ \\f'(ti.n - l/m(n)) - pUij.n - l/n(m))\\

+ \\p'nitj,n- l/n(m))-h'n,m(t)\\.

However,

\\p'n(t,.n - l/nim)) - h'n,m(l)\\

á \\p'n(ti.n -  IMm))  - p'n(tj,n + 1/»(«))||

^  \\p'n(tj.n - IMm)) -/(//,„ - l/n(m))\\

+ ||/(0.. - l/n(m)) -f'(tj,n - l/n(m))\\

+ ||/(0.» + IMm)) - p'(tj.n + l/n(m))\\

< i/5 + e/5 + e/5.

It follows that ||/'(0-4'n.m(0|| <e/5 + e/5+ 3(e/5) =e, and 2.3 implies

that ||/— hn,m\\ <e. Therefore, 3.2 is satisfied, and it follows that

[dipn)} converges to/. Hence 0 is continuous.

3.3. Lemma. The norm of the restriction of 8 to P is 1.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that 0 is norm-nonincreasing. Sup-

pose p=22 TpEiXiEP- Then, { Z &i,mXi\ converges weakly to Bipn),
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where for each i, {$.-,,»} is the sequence constructed in this section.

Then

\\e(p)\\+ = sup<lim| (s*, Y, $i.mXi)\:s* EC* and \\s*\\ = 1>

= sup<lim sup||s || || Z $í.m*i|ji.'||s II = If

< lim sup z •«,iCC i + lim sup Z *'«,Xi

Z tupi + Z t'lliXi Z ^BiXi

4. The representation theorem.

4.1. Theorem. Suppose T is a continuous linear operator from G

into Y. Then there is a linear operator $ from X into Y and a set function

Kfrom â into B [X, F+] which is convex with respect to length and which

is l-Gowurin such that T(f) =3?(f(0))+vfKdf. Furthermore, the norm of

T restricted to G,o is equal to WK, where WK is the smallest constant

satisfying inequality (I) from the Introduction of this paper.

Proof. We recall that the historical technique for obtaining an

integral representation theorem for an operator 7" has been to extend

the function space to include (usually in a weak sequential extension

sense) the step functions or simple functions, which are dense in the

extended norm on the extended function space. The action of the

operator T on the step or simple functions determines an additive set

function and finally approximation of a function by a linear combina-

tion of step or simple functions leads to an integral representation of

the operator. Since we have continuously imbedded Ci,0+P into Cffi

with the 9 map, we are now in a position to follow an analogous pro-

cedure where fundamental functions replace step or simple functions

and the G norm replaces sup norm. Consider T restricted to G.o.

Then T has a natural extension from Gîo into Y+ which we denote by

T+. Define the set function K from â into B[X, Y+] by [K(E)](x)

= T+(9(\pEX)). Then for/GG.o we have

T(f) = T+(9(f)) = T+(e( lim pfX) =  lim T+(6(pf,))
\   \   kl-0 // \a\-0

=  lim r+(fl(!>#*,.)) =  lim  J^K(Ei)Aif= v f Kdf.
|cr| —»0 |o|->U J
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If the interval E is the union of the pairwise disjoint intervals

{£,}?_!, then \pE= Z?-i [l(E,)/l(E)]\pSi and consequently K(E)

= Z"-i y^iK(Ei) and K is convex with respect to length. It is straight-

forward and follows as in Theorem 4.2 in [4] that K is 1-Gowurin and

that || r+0|| ïï WK. However, since 0 is the identity map on G,o and

since the norm of 0 on P is 1, we conclude that || r|| = WK.

In general the converse of 4.1 does not hold unless Y is weakly se-

quentially complete. However, a partial converse does hold, and since

its proof follows essentially along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.2

in [4] we state the result without proof.

4.2. Theorem. Suppose K is a set function from S with values in

B[X, Y], Then, T(f) =vfK~df is a continuous linear operator from G,o

into Y. Furthermore, || TJ| = WK.

4.3. Example. Suppose x0EiO, 1). The convex set function K:â

-*Ä defined by Kia, b] = 0 if x0£(0, o)W(6, 1), Kia, b] = l/ib-a) if
XoEia, b), and Kia, b] = l/2{b—a) iix = aoxiix = b, yields the trans-

formation T(f) =vfKdf=f(xo).
4.4. Example. The convex set function K:d—>B[R, C+] = C+

given by [Kia, b]](x) = 0 if *6(0, a)\J(b, I), [Kia, b]]ix) = l/(i-a)

if xEict, b), and [Kia, b]]ix) = l/2{b— a) if x = a or if x = b yields the
transformation Tif) =fKdf=f.

4.5. Remark. Suppose / is differentiable n times. Then to obtain

fn)ix) one applies 4.4 in —I) times and then 4.3.
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